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NEWSLETTER VOL. VII  
2017 BUDGET 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

We have been busy preparing this new financial year budget and planning how do we get down and dirty 

making sure we go about achieving it. The manner we will be taking would be the same as last year’s where 

HR remains top priority. Coupled with audits and projects at hand currently, does indeed make budgeting 

a challenge especially on CAPEX and had to constantly change our employment strategy as well. Many 

argued in my industry it is all about human capability and its IQ or how smart/ intelligent they are but I say 

Nooooooooooo…….!!!! Paper qualifications nor IQ intelligence doesn’t mean they will do well in my 

industry. I’ve seen from my past employments where many ‘smart’ and ‘high’ salaried staffs were 

employed yet they produced SHIT. Inventory results was so bad that cost the company millions of Ringgit 

and much more is almost a daily affair. What’s worst are processes that was put up was just to impress 

customers whilst actual operation differs far from it. Hence my argument all these while that it has always 

been processes and good governance that drives results! Right induction made on a regular basis top staffs 

so they will know their roles and responsibilities come with escalation processes. Thus, HR is important! 

And thus, its importance to help deliver value to our customers. In turn, helps meet my company budget!! 

 

QA Manager 

On continuous improvement, our last QA Manager employed is no longer with us but a replacement will 

be coming onboard on the 1st Sept. He is also a retired logistics individual who has a span of at least 30 

years of experience with him and he is no stranger to MNC MS requirement in HSSE, processes, procedures 

and good practices. His immediate focus will be on processes and procedures driving set quality on how 

we manage our bookings to communication to system integration to collection till end game. Not 

necessarily this individual becoming a game changer in my industry but the fact remained we’ve identified 

this role important and that it’ll keep our house in order and to deliver the quality that is much desired by 

the industry.  

 

Upon streamlining and improving the way we produce results, we will then have a clear direction what 

R&R we will have to create. Only then we will commence employment.  

 

Operating System 

On OS, after 10 months working with our programmers from India, we are currently 90% in progress and 

UAT is schedule to take place by Sept ‘16. This will give us the edge in confidentiality, HSSE compliance 

and control. Outsourced challenges as we know it is always by us being held at ransom. OS initiated will 

accommodate NVOCC sector while our programmers will continue to work on WMS, HMS/ TMS, etc. 

WMS will still be based on current OS till further notice. Our OS will be cloud base and visibility will be 

on the offering to those who requires it. Our customers will be able to view their shipment being delivered 

on real time. Upon CAT concluded, this OS will also be made available to the market. It will be a solution 

where we will be making it affordable. Personally, I look forward to this development coming into reality. 

(Would some of you be wondering what OS I am using now, well, it’s Cargowise!)  
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Budget 

Budget 2017 will see a 57% growth over 2016 in volume which will equate to about 45% increment in our 

revenue. Our FAK to East Malaysia is set to breach the 100 TEU/ mth mark. Our FCL is due consistency 

at 25 TEU/ mth. We are set to meet our RM10mil/ year revenue target and cross into our first million 

Ringgit value (conservative) in Operating Profit! Amen!! 

 

On other revenue streams growth; 

1) ISO Tank – 10%  

2) Warehousing – 15%  

3) Distribution – 25% 

4) Customs Brokerage – 100% (own licensing due in the next 2 months) 

5) Haulage – 5% 

 

Blessings 

I’d like to share that we are so proud and happy that we are able to give our staff’s increment come this 

Aug. On top of this, they will receive bonus too. Regardless staffs as young as a month, they’ll also get to 

enjoy a prorate bonus. Though I know it is also a fact some will forget how we started and how we strife to 

even save some dough so we have enough to give away, but fact of life is we love doing this. And through 

giving, it humbles us as owners of company. And to those who knows where we came from and how we 

started, those who shares the same passion as us, well God bless them where I hope to see them grow into 

becoming managers taking over the current role that my partners & I are playing. For they are the future!!! 

Only a year old and we are able to give! This is indeed a BLESSING! Amen!!! 

 

Learning From Incident - LFI 

Also, we are by no mean perfect as a company. However, we know with our set strategies, i.e., MS 

managing set procedures and SOPs, we will be able to hold our fort pretty well and robust whilst she 

continues to grow at the speed that we’d love always – MOM 20% Vol Growth!!! My motto for the past 

20 years shares the same as those serving in British Special Forces – Who Dares Wins!!! Speed, 

Aggression, Surprise, Precision & Teamwork is always key to getting in fast results plus accomplishing set 

objectives together with 100% success rate on every project we embark on. And even if we fail doing it, 

our nose will still be above water holding the fort well and strong. Quick review of where we went wrong 

puts us on the right recovery track quickly where we are able to implement corrected method of work and 

deliver the results required.  

 

But even with great care we carry out our task daily, fatigue and mistakes do take its toll on an individual. 

This will in-turn produce mistakes. There are 3 incident happened that I’d like to share (And I know no 

company in my industry will ever share this in a public forum……not that I am proud of my mistakes but 

I am as real as you get as your chosen service provider….we talk about our mistakes and we improve on 

it!!!).  
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1) Broken Pallet Runner – center runner broke causing palletized goods in the middle to collapse 

inward. When this case was reported, we immediately dispatch our senior team (CS Manager & 

CFS Manager) to Kuching to investigate. Root cause identified was by MHE operator at destination 

not careful during unstuffing activity. Per evidence, we see MHE operator as inexperience by using 

its fork to move a two-way one way pallet. He did not notice the damage done and loaded the said 

pallet onto the truck and during the journey to c/, the center runner gave way. In a typical easy way 

out solution, we pay for damages or easier…..just blame it on our agents and make them pay for it. 

But no, we do not do these sort of ‘slave drive’ method with our partners for we believe in our 

Vendor Mgmt Programme and that is always to see how we can do it right first time out. And to 

find out the root cause arresting it at its tracks. Good business will be produced between us & our 

agents. Trust will be built. And performance can be delivered as promised!  

a. Solution  

i. As pallets used are one way pallet, my drivers will eyeball every pallet during 

loading onto truck at s/ premise  

ii. Upon truck arrival at DCL CFS, receiving team will again check on pallet quality 

during offloading from truck 

iii. Stuffing team will do a notation on document which pallet consignment has such 

HSSE exposure so to create awareness to our agent  

b. Destination Agent 

i. To change pallet would they find pallet is damaged during transit especially during 

the monsoon season as South China Sea will be choppy 

ii. Before change of pallet is carried, agent will obtain permission from DCL and 

DCL from s/ before the go-ahead is given 

 

2) Pallet topple during container unstuffing at destination – MYY 

a. Root cause  

i. Container was delivered on chassis than the usual side-loader 

ii. Agent commence unstuffing wanting to meet KPI overlooking the most critical 

item – HSSE 

iii. Using pallet jack to move 3 pallets on top of one another at the same time 

iv. Toward the door, pallet jack operator turned his pallet jack to the right resulting in 

pallets toppling to the left due to weight imbalance 

b. Solution 

i. Agent is to apply stop work policy and obtain permission to proceed from DCL 

ii. Staffs at all levels to escalate immediately as and when shipping line is to dispatch 

without following guideline  

iii. Unstuffing on ground is proven to suit local skill set in MYY 
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3) ‘Expired’ fire extinguisher – truck was denied entry into terminal because one of the 2x9kg fire 

extinguisher pressure was found reading at half point 

a. Root cause 

i. Routine Safe-To-Load Checklist carried out by both driver & supervisor 

ii. Did not realise the pressure was only half way mark as checks was focus on the 

expiry dates 

b. Solution 

i. Supervisor role has been revised to focus on equipment compliance and 

maintenance instead of duplicating driver’s task during STL walkabout. He will 

no longer be doing other task.  

   

This sharing of LFI at the same time serves as a reminder to us all that we must not take our work for 

granted. ‘Be Safe’ attitude must be constantly reminded to everyone 

 

Before I end my July edition Newsletter, something I look forward to is DCL celebrating her 1st Annual 

Dinner in TTDI, KL. Looking back at how we started to where we are today is nothing less but amazing! 

Every moment, I loved it all – no matter good or bad! Our function will be held in a private function premise 

where we reminiscent Day One till now as well as fellowship with one another. I believe as a team, our 

camaraderie has transcend into more of a family than just colleagues. And I am sure lots and loads of 

memories will be made on this wonderful evening.  

 

In commemoration to our anniversary, we will be holding a Blood Donation Campaign in our office. By 

giving life to society means a lot and doing good is one of our company core value. In God we trust! And 

through God, we are thankful!!  

 

Till we meet again next month, stay safe & stay clam always! Much apologies for this delayed edition and 

God bless you all!! 

 

Yours sincerely, 

BL Cheah                                                  

 


